
Housecomm 3/22/2017 
 

Attendance: 1E, 2E, 3E, 4E, 5E, 1W, 2W, 3W, 5W 
 
EC Retreat: 
If you’re a hall chair,  you should have gotten an email about EC retreat. We will get together 
one day for four hours, talk about grand-scheme-EC-things. 
 
Dormcon: 
Tomorrow there is a Dormcon meeting in EC! 7:30pm-9:30pm in Talbot, food, but not that much. 
 
CPW: 
If you see prefrosh milling around, go up to them and talk to them! The events schedule is 
officially out. Things are getting ordered now! Don’t eat food in kitchens. Form to sign up to host 
people for CPW closes on Friday. CPW is dry. 
 
New House: 
We will have 8 Individual transfers and one group of 4. We would like to discuss how we should 
place this group of 4. Don’t want to push this off until hall rush (we are doing this for individuals). 
These people are fine being on cat halls, but not clothing optional halls. They would prefer to be 
on one hall, but would be fine split over two halls near each other. 

● 1W - could take 2, in deep wood 
● 2W - could take 2-3, probably in Munroe 
● 3W - could take 2-4, in wood 
● 5W - if double, could take 4 next to each other in Munroe, if not double, could take 2 
● 1E - could take 4, Bemis, positive interest 
● 2E - could take 4, Bemis, positive interest 

Exec will set up a meet and greet and is trying to get them (especially the individuals) early 
returns. 
 
UA Campaigning 
UA Elections are happening. Signature gathering is now, campaigning is happening after spring 
break. Thoughts: 

● Hadrian: Uncomfortable knocking on doors 
● Dclavijo: if you’re putting in effort to knock on door, that should be fine, they deserve to 

be allowed to have doors shut on them. 
● Mayakaul: probably halls can just deal with this accordingly 
● Spocky: some sort of letting us know would be nice 
● Jgil: would personally be annoyed if someone knocked on door 
● Ameister: asking someone for exec is a weird stipulation 
● Noahmcd: since any random fucker can come into ec and knock on my door, we should 

let people with real purposes do their thing 
● People are ok with postering on hall doors/outside of EC 



 
Consensus: any sort of campaigning is fine, ideally get approval from exec first, postering 
outside EC/hall doors is fine, no postering inside halls - PASSES 
 
Open Discussion: 
Drug and alcohol screening is happening! Exec is meeting with Don Camelio week after spring 
break. -> customized water bottles. Might want to have people sign up for time slots. 
 
Dclavijo: want courtyard to be clothing optional. 
Exec: would have to be approved by EC, AND MIT, AND Cambridge 
Other considerations: Maybe we can allow toplessness? Massachusetts doesn’t allow nipples 
on women. Nighttime clothing optional? What about stairwell? 
Exec will think about it more, will most likely be referendum instead of voting by hall. If this were 
to pass, it would just be to start the process within MIT. 


